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Delivering enterprisegrade IT without the
corporate price tag for
Oblix Capital.

THE POINT
Oblix Capital provides short-term finance for the
UK residential and commercial property markets.
The company planned to move from a serviced
office environment to a new headquarters — and
so
required its own IT capabilities to support a
dynamic and rapidly-growing business.

What was the challenge?
• O
 blix Capital needed a completely new,
flexible and scalable enterprise-grade
IT system

The new IT infrastructure needed building from
scratch — and had to be up and running quickly.

• E
 xceptional security was required for
operating in the financial sector

CAE provided a virtual IT department with
Microsoft’s cloud-based technology at the heart
of a new, state-of-the-art infrastructure.

• O
 blix Capital didn’t employ any IT staff, nor
were they planning to do so

‘CAE took time to listen closely and understand our business.
They then provided IT applications and services that enable us
to compete in collaboration, mobility and productivity terms with some
of the leading players in our marketplace. The fact we could do this with
minimal time, cost and risk was a huge advantage. Our new IT will also be an
enabler for future growth for Oblix Capital,’
Anuj Nehra, Managing Director, Oblix Capital
THE OUTCOMES

SOLUTIONS

SERVICES

• Complete and adaptable enterprise-grade IT
infrastructure
• Ability for staff to work anywhere, anytime, and
on any device.
• Highly-secure IT services to meet the rigorous
requirements of financial services sector
• Flexible pay-as-you-go service that can extend
rapidly to support business expansion
• Delivered without the corporate price tag or the
need to employ an IT department

• Virtual IT department created to fit

• Project management for

•
•
•
•
•

unique needs
Project management for deployment
and launch
Ongoing managed service for all IT
applications and systems
Support, including user service desk,
onsite visits and remote monitoring
Microsoft Office 365 and Microsoft Azure
Cloud Managed LAN and WLAN using
Cisco Meraki

deployment and launch

• Ongoing managed service
for all IT applications and
systems
• Support, including user
service desk, onsite visits
and remote monitoring

